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Address NIIGATA OKAMOTO GLASS CO., LTD. 
Okamoto Glass Co Ltd 
NIIGATA OKAMOTO GLASS CO., LTD. 
7587-1,Oaza-Yasuda, Kashiwazaki-shi,  
Niigata, 945-1352 

Country Japan

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Glass cover for washing machines

They are used as an internal door window of washing machine. 
The cover glass havs shape to prevent tangling of clothes and to enhance washability. 
OGC provide a high quality door glass with maximum diameter is approximately φ400mm.

Mirror for Dental Operatory Light

OGC has the world top market share in the dental mirror products.  Precise glass molding technology of shadowless lamp with controlled light
distribution and cold mirror thin film coating technology are base of this product.  The cold mirror coating reflects visible light and transmits IR light. 

TCM was developed in response to the requirements of smaller and higher-powered projectors. TCM is easy to form, has low expansion properties,
and is very strong. This new material has become widely used as a reflector for projectors and our customers are highly satisfied with its performance

Up to now, most reflectors for projectors have been made of hard glass (borosilicate glass) or of crystallized glass. 
We have now developed this XHK, which integrates the good features of hard glass and crystallized glass.

We supply our precise polished parts to achieve the very best quality, cost and delivery (QCD) for our customers. 
We can make parts either in Japan or in China, according to the volume required. 
We can also process these parts by making holes, cutting, adhesion, welding, and so on. 
Take advantage of our outstanding products and QCD!

Examples of Products

Fly-eye integrator lens
Aspherical lens
Aspherical mirror
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